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FIELD BULLETIN 
Muslim Communities in Rautahat and Bara Districts1 

Background 

Muslims are the third largest religious group in Nepal, making up almost 4.3% of the total population. 96% 
of Muslims live in the Tarai with nearly 60% concentration in just 10 Tarai districts2.   Although they make 
up a fairly small portion of the population, Muslims stand out with their high level of concentration in a few 
districts and their relative cultural isolation and deprivation. 

 

The Interim Constitution of Nepal3 recognizes Muslims as a minority and directs the State to ensure that 
special provisions are in place to increase their participation and inclusion, for example through positive 
discrimination.This field bulletin explores, from the point of view of Muslim communities in Rautahat and 
Bara districts, how successfully integrated into Nepali society they feel. 

Discrimination and Exclusion 

Muslim respondents noted that Islam decrees that they must comply with the law of the country of 
residence on the condition that the law does not breach the core of their religion. They for example, do not 
eat beef in Nepal4. However, there was a general feeling that their own culture, religion and language have 

                                                           
1  UNFCO Bharatpur interviewed various Muslims in Rautahat and Bara districts in September and November 2011 for this field bulletin.  
2  National Census 2001 www.cbs.gov.np  
3  Interim Constitution of Nepal, 2007, Article 35 (14),  www.lawcommission.gov.np/en/prevailing-laws/constitution/func-startdown/163/  
4   Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011. 

http://www.cbs.gov.np/
http://www.lawcommission.gov.np/en/prevailing-laws/constitution/func-startdown/163/
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been curbed by “the majority monolithic Hindu-elite-backed state policies”5, which they trace back to the 
unification of Nepal in 17686 and the Old Legal Code of 1854, which classified Muslims as “impure but 
touchable” and inserted them into the Hindu hierarchical caste system7.  

The Muslims spoken to believed that the root causes of the vulnerability they feel they suffer is the 
continuation of exclusion and discrimination which they face. They argued that institutional discrimination 
continues to exist today with, for example, Muslims not being allowed to enter a specific hotel in Janakpur8 
because “Hindu high caste considers Muslims a low caste”9. Muslims are generally under-represented in 
village and district level political and administrative mechanisms. It was noted that none of the 22 political 
parties in Bara have Muslim representatives in the district-level all party mechanism. At the VDC level, 
representation was seen to be less of an issue, at least where there is a considerable Muslim community: 
“We are in majority in our VDC so therefore we do not have problem with political participation. But the 
Muslims are under-represented where they are in minority”10. Respondents also noted that their share in 
local development budgets (as specified by VDC/Municipality/DDC Grant Implementation Guidelines11) is 
sometimes not respected and they are included in the allocations for Madhesis12.  Another possible reason 
for their low representation may be that the Civil Service (Second Amendment) Act of 2007 does not 
recognize Muslim as a marginalized group whilst reserving civil service positions for “women, Janajatis, 
Madhesis, Dalits, the disabled and people from Backward areas”13 

Lack of land ownership and foreign employment 

The Muslim respondents in Rautahat and Bara districts linked their poverty to the issues of land ownership 
and employment. “In our village, only 10% of Muslims own enough land to feed their families, with the 
remainder being dependent on employment by others”14. They added that because most Muslims cannot 
afford the investment required for employment abroad15, they migrate to India or to larger cities in Nepal 
for employment, as opposed to more economically beneficial opportunities in the Gulf16. One respondent 
stated “Around 60% of all male youths from our community have migrated to India and Nepali cities for 
work, where most of them work in garment factories.  Many women add to the family income by working 
for tobacco factories from their own homes, filling tobacco in cigarette sticks”.17  

Early Marriage and Polygamy 

The level of poverty and limited education (see below) has led to a “high prevalence of child marriages in 
Muslim communities”18 because “parents feel they need to marry off their daughters at an early age to 
overcome the burden of dowry”19. The high prevalence of child marriages within Muslim communities – 
two-thirds of Muslim girls in Nepal are married before the age of 1920 - is justified by the fact that married 
girls remain with their parents until they reach puberty. NGO workers and Muslims respondents in 
Rautahat and Bara districts also noted the prevalence of polygamy amongst Muslims. Such marriages are, 
however, not recognized by Nepali law. Muslim male respondents were of the opinion that they should be 
allowed to practice Islamic law in matters related to marriages and property inheritance (the ratio for 
property inheritance is generally 2:1 for sons and daughters21). 

                                                           
5  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011. 
6  Interview, CSO workers from Muslim Communities, Kalaiya Municipality, 23 November, 2011 
7  Hofer, A. 2004. The Caste Hierarchy and the State in Nepal: A Study of the Muluki Ain of 1854. Lalitpur, Nepal: HImal Books. 
8  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011 
9  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011 
10  Interview in the Muslim Community, Piparabhagwanpur – 6, Bhagwanpur, 21 September 2011. 
11  Municipality Grant Implementation Guideline, Village Development Committee Grant Implementation Guideline,  District Development 

Committee Grant Implementation Guideline, Government of Nepal, Ministry of Local Development, www.mld.gov.np 
12  Interview, Muslim community,  in Bara district, 23 November 2011 
13  The Civil Service Act, 1993. http://www.lawcommission.gov.np/en/prevailing-laws/prevailing-acts/func-startdown/610/ 
14  Interview in the Muslim Community, Piparabhagwanpur – 6, Bhagwanpur, 21 September 2011. 
15  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011 
16  Interview in the Muslim Community, Piparabhagwanpur – 6, Bhagwanpur, 21 September 2011 
17 Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011 
18  Early marriages and early motherhood in Nepal 
 www.eastwestcenter.org/research/pophealth/mishrav/Docs/Recentpubs/MarriageNepalOnlineJBS.pdf  
19  Interview, CSO workers from Muslim Communities, Kalaiya Municipality, 23 November, 2011 
20  Abdual Salam, 2007. A Study of problems of Muslim Minority in Kapilvastu and Gorkha districts in Nepal, SIRF/SNV Nepal 
21  Quran 4:11: “Allah commands you regarding your children. For the male a share equivalent to that of two females.” 

http://www.mld.gov.np/
http://www.eastwestcenter.org/research/pophealth/mishrav/Docs/Recentpubs/MarriageNepalOnlineJBS.pdf
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Education and Madrasas 

In 2006, Muslim men and women without any kind of education stood at 42% and 78% respectively, as 
compared to a national average of 18% and 53%22. Muslim respondents felt that their poverty negatively 
affects not only their own life but also the education their children receive, with “most Muslim children not 
educated beyond primary Madrasa education”23. They noted that few Muslims pursue their education 
beyond the age of 15 and that not many girls are sent to school. Muslim school girls spoken to noted that 
their going to school was linked to the educational level of their parents and that “the poor and illiterate 
families do not tend to send their girls to school”24. It was pointed out that the low attendance beyond 
primary school may in part be linked to the fact that many Muslim children face difficulties when moving 
from being taught in Urdu during their Madrasa primary education, to government schools where the 
teaching takes place in Nepali25. In addition it was noted that the co-education of boys and girls in 
government schools prevent many Muslim parents from sending their daughters to school26. 

Schools which are not registered with the Government of Nepal (GoN) are not entitled to government 
grants27. However, only 15 Madrasas have been registered28 although the Muslim respondents estimated 
that there are over 100 Madrasas in Rautahat district alone. On the issue of registering Madrasas, some 
respondents noted that “We feel uncomfortable to apply for registration of Madrasas because the 
historical values of Madrasas is ignored by forcing us to register a ‘new’ Madrasa, even if it has been here 
for 125 years” 29.  Concern was also expressed in regards to the ownership of the buildings which host the 
Madrasas if registered with the GoN: “We own buildings worth millions and we do not want to transfer the 
property, which we paid for, to the GoN”. The recognition of Maulanas as teachers in mainstreamed 
Madrasas was further added as a challenge with the general feeling among Muslims being that their 
teaching experience should be counted. Above all, there was a view that Madrasa Education Boards, which 
design the curriculums for Madrasa, manage exams and make policies regarding Madrasa education, ought 
to be recognized30. Currently, the GoN requires the teaching in Madrasa to meet set national standards31. 
Most of the Muslim respondents noted that although they advocate for mainstreaming of Madrasa 
education, they insist the system be recognized in its entirety32. 

Harmony but also disputes 

Almost all interlocutors spoken to highlighted the generally good communal harmony between Muslims 
and Hindus. It was noted that they often partake in each other’s ceremonies and one Muslim man noted: 
“When Hindus collect donations during their festival we happily donate money33.” An elderly Hindu in a 
village of mixed settlement in Bara district added that “Muslims participate in the management committee 
of the market fair which takes place during Durga Puja.” Muslims and Hindus also tend to participate in 
each other’s wedding and funeral ceremonies.  

However, as in all parts of Nepal, land is a complicated issue and there are numerous examples where the 
issue has caused tension between Muslim groups and the communities they live alongside. These disputes 
are generally over the use of public land for burial sites. Recent examples were quoted from Rampurkhanp 
and Mithuhawa VDCs where the Muslims have come out as ‘losers’ in disputes over ownership of land, 
despite rulings in their favour by local government officials34. In Pacharukhi VDC, as tensions grew between 

                                                           
22  Bennett, L. et al. 2008. Caste, Ethnic and Regional Identity in Nepal: Further Analysis of the 2006 Nepal Demographic and Health Survey. 

Calverton, Maryland, USA: Macro International Inc. 
23  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011 
24  Five Muslim Girls, Piparabhagawanpur-6, Bhagwanpur, 21 September  
25  Interview, Muslim community,  in Bara district, 23 November 2011 
26  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011. 
27  Education Rule (Third Amendment), 2062, http://www.doe.gov.np/download/download_970384948.pdf  
28  Flash I Report 2067 (2010-2011), GoN, Ministry of Education, Department of Education, Sanothimi, Bhaktapur, November, 2010 
29  Interview in the Muslim Community, Piparabhagwanpur – 6, Bhagwanpur, 21 September 2011. 
30  Siddique, M. 2001. Muslim Population in the Kingdom of Nepal: Some Outstanding Feature. Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs, Vol. 21. No. 2 
31  GoN, Ministry of Education, School Sector Reform Plan (2009 – 2015), http://www.doe.gov.np/download/download_941636655.pdf  
32  Interview in the Muslim Community, Piparabhagwanpur – 6, Bhagwanpur, 21 September 2011. 
33  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011. 
34  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 Sept. 2011. 

http://www.doe.gov.np/download/download_970384948.pdf
http://www.doe.gov.np/download/download_941636655.pdf
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Muslims and Hindus over the usage of amplifiers for the calls to prayer, the police had to eventually be 
called in to ensure a settlement was reached.35  

Although Muslims, as noted above, suffer from discrimination by other religious groups, it was also noted 
that some communities themselves divide its members into sub-groups. Although not sanctioned by Islam, 
some Muslim groups are considered to have a higher status than others within the community, a 
classification that is often based on traditional occupational hierarchies36. 

Conclusion 

In 2008, 18 Muslims were elected to the Constituent Assembly. While this is still short of a proportional 
representation (24 seats), this is a big jump in representation. Some progress (e.g. in the equitable 
financing of Madrasa who have registered with the authorities37) has been made, although not enough 
according to testimonies by Muslim communities in Rautahat and Bara districts. 

More advocacy, information and clarification of the existing system, processes and procedures would help 
Muslim communities and government authorities to increase their inclusion into society. For example, 
more knowledge on the government initiative to encourage the management of schools by the 
community38 might avoid confusion related to landownership and the mainstreaming of Madrasas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: This field bulletin is prepared following a brief field study and also uses secondary data. The information 

presented in this field bulletin does not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. Although 

the RCHCO aims to confirm all information independently, occasional factual inaccuracies can occur. 

 

 

                                                           
35  Focus Group Discussion, Five NGO Workers from Muslim Communities, Gaur Municipality, 20 September 2011. 
36  Interview in the Muslim Community, Piparabhagwanpur – 6, Bhagwanpur, 21 September 2011. 
37  School Sector Reform Plan (2009-2015), Vulnerable Community Development Framework (VCDF) in Nepali   
38  Education Act (Eight Amendment), 2060, http://www.doe.gov.np/download/download_316537718.pdf   
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